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1. Such books as Three Musketeers, Don Quixote and The Treasure Island are the ones 

everybody in Russia reads and rereads. In a sense they are more popular than many 

Russian classical novels. Are translated poetry and prose a part of a broader picture of the 

target language country's literature, or do they only exist in a special department in the 

gap between the source language culture and target language culture? 

2. What is the difference between a piece of prose and a piece of poetry? Is it fair to say 

that every noun in a poem is a proper noun rather than a common noun? 

3. What exactly do we mean when we say that a good translation is supposed to keep the 

main features of the original? For example, what should a translator do if faced with this? 

… Он подымет облако пыли,                                                                                      

Зашумит бумажной листвой                                                                                                   

И совсем не вернется – или                                                                                                  

Он вернется совсем другой. (Mandelstam) 

4. An ideal book of poetic translations: what do you think it should be like? 

5. Translation at international poetry readings: do you think we should go on in a 

traditional fashion or a new technique is needed? 
 

 

About the Author: Dmitry Vedeniapin is a Russian poet and translator.  He is the author 

of six poetry collections. He received the Big Moscow Score Poetry Prize in 2010 for the 

book Between the Wardrobe and the Sky, and a Joseph Brodsky Memorial fellowship in 

2011. He is widely recognized as a translator of both classical and contemporary poetry 

and prose from English (Alexander Pope, Thomas Hardy, Michael Cunnigham, Bruce 

Chatwin, Arthur Miller), French and German. 


